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Stone Go To IPA 
- A vibrant hop-bursted session IPA 

Since Day One, we've been abundantly forthright and fully 
transparent about our lust for hops. It's led us to craft many an IPA, 
most of them imperial—some intense for their time and all timeless 
in their intensity. For Stone Go To IPA, we embrace our hop obsession 
in a new way, funneling an abundance of lupulin-borne bitterness 
into a session IPA that delivers all the fruity, piney character of a 
much bigger IPA. To accomplish this, we employ hop bursting, a 
technique wherein an irrational amount of hops is added during the 
final phase of the brewing process to bring out extreme flavors and 
aromas while also imparting a burst of desirably pleasant bitterness. 
The result is an alpha-acid-rich beer that fans can enjoy more of 
without missing out on the assertive hop character you, like us, crave.  

ABV: 4,7 % 

IBUs: 65 

RateBeer Rating: 96 

Vecturanummer: 141033 

EPD-nummer: 4601597 

 

 

Stone IPA 
- The IPA That Launched Generations of Hop Fanatics 

By definition, an India pale ale is hoppier and higher in alcohol than its 
little brother, pale ale—and we deliver in spades. One of the most 
well-respected and best-selling IPAs in the country, this golden beauty 
explodes with tropical, citrusy, piney hop flavors and aromas, all 
perfectly balanced by a subtle malt character. This crisp, extra hoppy 
brew is hugely refreshing on a hot day, but will always deliver no 
matter when you choose to drink it. 

ABV: 6,9 % 

IBUs: 71 

RateBeer Rating: 100 

Vecturanummer: 142286 

EPD-nummer: 4635736 

 



 

 

 

 

   

 

 

Stone Ruination Double IPA 

- A Liquid Poem to the Glory of the Hop 

Stone Ruination IPA was the first full-time brewed and bottled 
West Coast double IPA on the planet. As craft beer has evolved 
over the years, so too have techniques for maximizing hop 
flavors and aromas. For the second incarnation of our 
groundbreaking India pale ale, we employ dry hopping and hop 
bursting to squeeze every last drop of piney, citrusy, tropical 
essence from the hops that give this beer its incredible 
character. We’ve also updated the name to Stone Ruination 
Double IPA 2.0 to reflect the imperial-level intensity that’s 
evident in every sip. Join us in cheering this, the second stanza in 
our “Liquid Poem to the Glory of the Hop.” 

ABV: 8,5 % 

IBUs: 100+ 

RateBeer Rating: 99 

Vecturanummer: 142734 

EPD-nummer: 4680617 

 

 

Stone Xocoveza 

- A winter-spiced mocha stout 

Harmoniously layered with cocoa, Mostra coffee, 
pasilla peppers, vanilla, cinnamon, nutmeg and milk sugar, this 
beer is an insanely delicious take on Mexican hot chocolate. 
Thanks entirely to you and fan demand, it has gone from being a 
one-time offering to a yearly tradition too special to skip. Feel 
free to enjoy it long into the winter months because this festive 
beer will age beautifully and is definitely not exclusive to the 
holidays! 

ABV: 8,1 % 

IBUs: 50 

RateBeer Rating: 99 

Vecturanummer: 143636 
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Stone Arrogant Bastard 

You're not worthy! 

This is an aggressive beer. You probably won’t like it. It is quite 

doubtful that you have the taste or sophistication to be able to 

appreciate an ale of this quality and depth. We would suggest 

that you stick to safer and more familiar territory—maybe 

something with a multimillion-dollar ad campaign aimed at 

convincing you it’s made in a little brewery, or one that implies 

that their tasteless fizzy yellow beer will give you more sex 

appeal. Perhaps you think multimillion-dollar ad campaigns 

make a beer taste better. Perhaps you’re mouthing your words as 

you read this. 

At Arrogant Brewing, we believe that pandering to the lowest 

common denominator represents the height of tyranny—a 

virtual form of keeping the consumer barefoot and stupid. 

Brought forth upon an unsuspecting public in 1997, Arrogant 

Bastard Ale openly challenged the tyrannical overlords who 

were brazenly attempting to keep Americans chained in the 

shackles of poor taste. Since the very beginning, Arrogant 

Bastard Ale has reveled in its unprecedented and 

uncompromising celebration of intensity. There have been many 

nods to Arrogant Bastard Ale...even outright attempts to copy 

it…but only one can ever embody the true nature of Liquid 

Arrogance! 

ABV: 7,2 % 

IBUs: Classified 

RateBeer Rating: 99 

Vecturanummer: 142287 

EPD-nummer: 4635744 

 

 


